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this is the third edition of an established and leading book on family law in nigeria since the last edition in 1990 significant judicial and
statutory enactments have taken place in the area of study the new edition incorporates these changes and explains their implications
the chapters have been comprehensively re written to reflect the changes in the law and to update all relevant information including
the same sex bill and the nigerian law reform commissions draft marriage act new chapters have been included on domestic violence
and widowhood respectively to reflect the continuing developments in nigerian family law the new child s right act of 2003 and the
similar state legislations have been analysed in the three new chapters the non customary law rules in the intestate succession have
been extensively recast to reflect the provisions of the marriage act as contained in the lawa of the federation of nigeria 2004 this edition
has devoted considerable attention to the applicable customary laws on the family and provides extensive treatment of islamic law rules
and their interpretations and application by the superior court familu law in nigeria presents a fresh view not only on the applicable
rules on nigerian family law but also suggest new directions and underlines the socio economic implications derived from the
renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very useful analysis of constitutional law in nigeria provides essential
information on the country s sources of constitutional law its form of government and its administrative structure lawyers who handle
transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications of particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment
emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage by a
local expert fully describes the political system the historical background the role of treaties legislation jurisprudence and administrative
regulations the discussion of the form and structure of government outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central
state organs the subdivisions of the state its decentralized authorities and concepts of citizenship special issues include the legal position of
aliens foreign relations taxing and spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the constitutional relationship
between church and state details are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides make this book a valuable time saving tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing parties
with interests in nigeria will welcome this guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
constitutional law volume 1 on public law provides an introduction to the nigerian legal system the various chapters deal with
introduction and sources of law jurisprudence and nigerian perspectives african customary law islamic law comparative
constitutionalism and nigerian perspectives citizenship immigration and administrative law judicial system and legal profession criminal
law evidence and civil procedure statutory marriage and divorce laws customary marriage and divorce marriage and divorce under
islamic law matters of children gender and law in nigeria with emphasis on islamic law volume 2 has 25 chapters on private law that
includes security of the environment and environmental law land and property administration commercial business and trade laws
communication media and press laws transportation and carrier laws law enforcement armed forces and military laws investments and
intellectual property the idea of a restatement is to identify common principles or trends in a particular area of law with the objective of
unifying the further development of the law no other area of law in nigeria is in need of restatement as much as nigeria s customary
law a number of reasons inform this position i the cultural diversity of the country has meant that customary practices differ in so many
respects on the same issue ii the oral tradition of the customary system has placed it in the endangered species list iii the paucity of
authoritative works on customary law has created a yawning gap for the scholarship in this vital area of law and iv no matter however
ignored customary law continues to play a very significant role in moderating the nigerian values system in society carried out by the
nigerian institute of advanced legal studies this project brings to an end four years of a massive research undertaking involving desk
review field research covering four geo political zones in nigeria collation and analysis of field research findings testing of field research
findings in a stakeholders consultative conference further desk review to fill in gaps in the literature and the core restatement work by
a select committee of reporters this study in nineteen chapters deals with the various issues pertaining to land law in nigeria namely
concept of ownership ownership and communal land holding under customary land tenure individual land ownership family land
ownership alienation under customary law nature of customary tenancy pledge the law of property an overview of the effect of the
land use act on customary ownership of land the nigerian land use act land use act 1978 ways of declaration of title to land legal
mortgage the position of landlord and tenant the procedure for recovery of premises under the recovery of premises law classification
of right of occupancy nature of prescription march towards the reform of the land use act derived from the renowned multi volume
international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the structure competence and management of nigeria provides substantial
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and readily accessible information for lawyers academics and policymakers likely to have dealings with its activities and data no other
book gives such a clear uncomplicated description of the organization s role its rules and how they are applied its place in the
framework of international law or its relations with other organizations the monograph proceeds logically from the organization s
genesis and historical development to the structure of its membership its various organs and their mandates its role in
intergovernmental cooperation and its interaction with decisions taken at the national level its competence its financial management
and the nature and applicability of its data and publications are fully described systematic in presentation this valuable time saving
resource offers the quickest easiest way to acquire a sound understanding of the workings of nigeria for all interested parties students
and teachers of international law will find it especially valuable as an essential component of the rapidly growing and changing global
legal milieu this study provides history and analysis of constitution making in nigeria it demonstrates that the history can be divided
into periods of non participation and then gradual participation of nigerians in the making of their constitution it analyses the procedure
for the making of the 1999 constitution and the present position it advocates for the future more active or total participation of nigerians
in the constitution making process the study discusses the development of constitutional law vis a vis federalism the legislature the
executive the judiciary local governments and citizenship all in all it demonstrates how nigerians have never been satisfied with their
constitutional set up because of perceived inequalities and injustices caused by the accident of history and calls for a renegotiation of the
basis of the continued existence of nigeria as a federation which gives precedence to equity and justice and representation to the various
nationalities making up modern nigeria the author is both a practitioner within the nigerian legal system and is a lecturer in law from
these two perspectives he provides a full introduction to the nigerian legal system amongst topics covered are branches and institutes of
the system functions classifications sources english law doctrines of equity statutes in england and those extended to nigeria nigerian
legislation judicial precedent hierarchy of courts customary law application of state decisions in customary and sharia law conflicts
between english and customary law also covered are applicable law between the different provenances conflicts between islamic and
customary law types of courts in nigeria and their jurisdiction and legal aid essential documents are provided protocol to the african
charter on human people s rights of women in africa universal declaration of human rights and african charter on human and people s
rights a valuable explanation is given of words and maxims used in the nigerian legal system and an index olong adefi is a barrister and
solicitor of the supreme court of nigeria and lecturer at the faculty of law at kogi state university where he teaches administrative law
commercial law land law legal research method human rights and the nigerian legal system volume 1 on public law provides an
introduction to the nigerian legal system the various chapters deal with introduction and sources of law jurisprudence and nigerian
perspectives african customary law islamic law comparative constitutionalism and nigerian perspectives citizenship immigration and
administrative law judicial system and legal profession criminal law evidence and civil procedure statutory marriage and divorce laws
customary marriage and divorce marriage and divorce under islamic law matters of children gender and law in nigeria with emphasis
on islamic law volume 2 has 25 chapters on private law that includes security of the environment and environmental law land and
property administration commercial business and trade laws communication media and press laws transportation and carrier laws law
enforcement armed forces and military laws investments and intellectual property this book examines the rules principles and
doctrines in nigerian law for resolving cases involving cross border issues it is the first book length treatise devoted to the full spectrum
of private international law issues in nigeria as a result of increased international business transactions trade and investment with
nigeria such cross border issues are more prevalent than ever the book provides an overview of the relevant body of nigerian law with
comparative perspectives from other legal systems drawing on over five hundred nigerian cases relevant statutes and academic
commentaries this book examines jurisdiction in interstate and international disputes choice of law the enforcement of foreign
judgments and international arbitral awards domestic remedies affecting foreign proceedings and international judicial assistance in the
service of legal processes and taking of evidence academics researchers and students as well as judges arbitrators practitioners and
legislators alike will find private international law in nigeria an instructive and practical guide the law of restitution in nigeria covers
the historical development of restitution in law its scope and contemporary issues related to it some of the issues covered are ignorance
incapacity exploitation enrichment at the plaintiffs expense restitution for wrongs and general principles torts breach of contract
equitable wrongdoing criminal offenses defenses relating to changing circumstances illegality and limitation of actions in restitution the
author is currently honorable attorney general and commissioner fro justice of oyo state of nigeria in this book he discusses the scope for
freedom of expression in relation to the press in nigeria the offences a journalist may run foul of and the defences available if an offence
in committed this book which relies on primary and secondary printed sources and a series of interviews with affected persons lawyers
judges and customary court presidents in nigeria focuses on the place of due process in the nigerian legal system uwakah is concerned
about the abuse of this important fundamental right in his country the purpose of the book is to examine how due process operates in
nigeria and whether the coexistence of the customary law the english common law the moslem law and the martial law systems in
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nigeria hinders or enhances due process in the country finally the study investigates the suitability of the british version of due process
to nigeria since the concept is imported to the country the book concludes that the british version of due process is unsuitable to nigeria
because the country s political economic social and religious backgrounds substantially differ from those of britain this conclusion is
premised on the consensus of the interviewees uwakah recommends the country s immediate transition from military to civilian rule
this book examines the rules principles and doctrines in nigerian law for resolving cases involving cross border issues it is the first book
length treatise devoted to the full spectrum of private international law issues in nigeria as a result of increased international business
transactions trade and investment with nigeria such cross border issues are more prevalent than ever the book provides an overview of
the relevant body of nigerian law with comparative perspectives from other legal systems drawing on over five hundred nigerian
cases relevant statutes and academic commentaries this book examines jurisdiction in interstate and international disputes choice of law
the enforcement of foreign judgments and international arbitral awards domestic remedies affecting foreign proceedings and
international judicial assistance in the service of legal processes and taking of evidence academics researchers and students as well as
judges arbitrators practitioners and legislators alike will find private international law in nigeria an instructive and practical guide about
the book paucity of literature in the area of maritime law in nigeria was what motivated the author to embark on this project and as
such this book is the authors attempt to contribute to the bridging of the gap in knowledge in this area of the law this book is written in
simple and understandable english to ensure fluidity of reading it is presented in such a way as to provide information in the areas of
commercial law carriage of goods by sea maritime law as well as practical steps in maritime law litigation and related actions particular
consideration has been given to the study of carriage of dangerous goods by sea a subject which existing legal literature in nigeria
merely mentioned in passing suffice it to say that this book is the first nigerian legal literature that has explored that subject taking into
consideration our domestic laws and international treaties most of which are yet to be ratified and domesticated in nigeria though the
work has nigeria as its geographical location it has discussed the subject with comparative analysis of contemporary development in
some areas of maritime law with special reference to the united kingdom and the united states it is the authors belief that this book
apart from providing practical guide to maritime litigation in nigeria would also serve as veritable tool for teaching and studying of
maritime law and related courses in nigerian universities and other territory institutions and would be immeasurably useful to legal
practitioners members of the bench an research fellows dr c o chijioke faculty of law abia state university in nigeria rules have been
handed down orally from generation to generation and now form the country s customary law the absence of the codification of these
rules has presented difficulties in ascertaining them this book helps to overcome this difficulty by presenting various aspects of
customary law stating clearly that no single uniform set of customs prevails throughout the country it examines the general
characteristics of family property determination of family property and acquisition of land under bini customary law it also discusses
validity proof and application of customary law customary law succession tenancy arbitration marriage and legitimacy and legitimation
under customary law this book considers the law relating to the sale of goods when the most common method of acquiring goods in
nigeria is the contract of sale the author takes in questions of the relevancy of the law relating to sale of goods in nigeria when the
majority remains semi literate and factors of local circumstance when commercial legal practice cuts across local territories and countries



Family Law in Nigeria. 2014-05-08 this is the third edition of an established and leading book on family law in nigeria since the last
edition in 1990 significant judicial and statutory enactments have taken place in the area of study the new edition incorporates these
changes and explains their implications the chapters have been comprehensively re written to reflect the changes in the law and to
update all relevant information including the same sex bill and the nigerian law reform commissions draft marriage act new chapters
have been included on domestic violence and widowhood respectively to reflect the continuing developments in nigerian family law
the new child s right act of 2003 and the similar state legislations have been analysed in the three new chapters the non customary law
rules in the intestate succession have been extensively recast to reflect the provisions of the marriage act as contained in the lawa of the
federation of nigeria 2004 this edition has devoted considerable attention to the applicable customary laws on the family and provides
extensive treatment of islamic law rules and their interpretations and application by the superior court familu law in nigeria presents a
fresh view not only on the applicable rules on nigerian family law but also suggest new directions and underlines the socio economic
implications
Constitutional Law in Nigeria 2019-02-13 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very
useful analysis of constitutional law in nigeria provides essential information on the country s sources of constitutional law its form of
government and its administrative structure lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications of particular
terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the
interpretation of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the political system the historical
background the role of treaties legislation jurisprudence and administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure of
government outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central state organs the subdivisions of the state its
decentralized authorities and concepts of citizenship special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations taxing and
spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the constitutional relationship between church and state details are
presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully grasp their
meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable time saving tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing parties with interests in nigeria will welcome
this guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law
The Nigerian Legal System 2005 volume 1 on public law provides an introduction to the nigerian legal system the various chapters
deal with introduction and sources of law jurisprudence and nigerian perspectives african customary law islamic law comparative
constitutionalism and nigerian perspectives citizenship immigration and administrative law judicial system and legal profession criminal
law evidence and civil procedure statutory marriage and divorce laws customary marriage and divorce marriage and divorce under
islamic law matters of children gender and law in nigeria with emphasis on islamic law volume 2 has 25 chapters on private law that
includes security of the environment and environmental law land and property administration commercial business and trade laws
communication media and press laws transportation and carrier laws law enforcement armed forces and military laws investments and
intellectual property
Restatement of Customary Law of Nigeria 2013 the idea of a restatement is to identify common principles or trends in a particular area
of law with the objective of unifying the further development of the law no other area of law in nigeria is in need of restatement as
much as nigeria s customary law a number of reasons inform this position i the cultural diversity of the country has meant that
customary practices differ in so many respects on the same issue ii the oral tradition of the customary system has placed it in the
endangered species list iii the paucity of authoritative works on customary law has created a yawning gap for the scholarship in this
vital area of law and iv no matter however ignored customary law continues to play a very significant role in moderating the nigerian
values system in society carried out by the nigerian institute of advanced legal studies this project brings to an end four years of a
massive research undertaking involving desk review field research covering four geo political zones in nigeria collation and analysis of
field research findings testing of field research findings in a stakeholders consultative conference further desk review to fill in gaps in
the literature and the core restatement work by a select committee of reporters
Land Law in Nigeria 2011 this study in nineteen chapters deals with the various issues pertaining to land law in nigeria namely
concept of ownership ownership and communal land holding under customary land tenure individual land ownership family land
ownership alienation under customary law nature of customary tenancy pledge the law of property an overview of the effect of the
land use act on customary ownership of land the nigerian land use act land use act 1978 ways of declaration of title to land legal
mortgage the position of landlord and tenant the procedure for recovery of premises under the recovery of premises law classification
of right of occupancy nature of prescription march towards the reform of the land use act
Constitutional Law in Nigeria 2003 derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis



of the structure competence and management of nigeria provides substantial and readily accessible information for lawyers academics
and policymakers likely to have dealings with its activities and data no other book gives such a clear uncomplicated description of the
organization s role its rules and how they are applied its place in the framework of international law or its relations with other
organizations the monograph proceeds logically from the organization s genesis and historical development to the structure of its
membership its various organs and their mandates its role in intergovernmental cooperation and its interaction with decisions taken at
the national level its competence its financial management and the nature and applicability of its data and publications are fully
described systematic in presentation this valuable time saving resource offers the quickest easiest way to acquire a sound understanding
of the workings of nigeria for all interested parties students and teachers of international law will find it especially valuable as an
essential component of the rapidly growing and changing global legal milieu
Commercial and Economic Law in Nigeria 2021-10-21 this study provides history and analysis of constitution making in nigeria it
demonstrates that the history can be divided into periods of non participation and then gradual participation of nigerians in the making
of their constitution it analyses the procedure for the making of the 1999 constitution and the present position it advocates for the future
more active or total participation of nigerians in the constitution making process the study discusses the development of constitutional
law vis a vis federalism the legislature the executive the judiciary local governments and citizenship all in all it demonstrates how
nigerians have never been satisfied with their constitutional set up because of perceived inequalities and injustices caused by the
accident of history and calls for a renegotiation of the basis of the continued existence of nigeria as a federation which gives precedence
to equity and justice and representation to the various nationalities making up modern nigeria
Constitutional Law in Nigeria 2003 the author is both a practitioner within the nigerian legal system and is a lecturer in law from these
two perspectives he provides a full introduction to the nigerian legal system amongst topics covered are branches and institutes of the
system functions classifications sources english law doctrines of equity statutes in england and those extended to nigeria nigerian
legislation judicial precedent hierarchy of courts customary law application of state decisions in customary and sharia law conflicts
between english and customary law also covered are applicable law between the different provenances conflicts between islamic and
customary law types of courts in nigeria and their jurisdiction and legal aid essential documents are provided protocol to the african
charter on human people s rights of women in africa universal declaration of human rights and african charter on human and people s
rights a valuable explanation is given of words and maxims used in the nigerian legal system and an index olong adefi is a barrister and
solicitor of the supreme court of nigeria and lecturer at the faculty of law at kogi state university where he teaches administrative law
commercial law land law legal research method human rights and the nigerian legal system
Fundamentals of Nigerian Law 1989 volume 1 on public law provides an introduction to the nigerian legal system the various chapters
deal with introduction and sources of law jurisprudence and nigerian perspectives african customary law islamic law comparative
constitutionalism and nigerian perspectives citizenship immigration and administrative law judicial system and legal profession criminal
law evidence and civil procedure statutory marriage and divorce laws customary marriage and divorce marriage and divorce under
islamic law matters of children gender and law in nigeria with emphasis on islamic law volume 2 has 25 chapters on private law that
includes security of the environment and environmental law land and property administration commercial business and trade laws
communication media and press laws transportation and carrier laws law enforcement armed forces and military laws investments and
intellectual property
Business Law in Nigeria 1972 this book examines the rules principles and doctrines in nigerian law for resolving cases involving cross
border issues it is the first book length treatise devoted to the full spectrum of private international law issues in nigeria as a result of
increased international business transactions trade and investment with nigeria such cross border issues are more prevalent than ever
the book provides an overview of the relevant body of nigerian law with comparative perspectives from other legal systems drawing
on over five hundred nigerian cases relevant statutes and academic commentaries this book examines jurisdiction in interstate and
international disputes choice of law the enforcement of foreign judgments and international arbitral awards domestic remedies affecting
foreign proceedings and international judicial assistance in the service of legal processes and taking of evidence academics researchers
and students as well as judges arbitrators practitioners and legislators alike will find private international law in nigeria an instructive
and practical guide
The Nigerian Legal System 2007 the law of restitution in nigeria covers the historical development of restitution in law its scope and
contemporary issues related to it some of the issues covered are ignorance incapacity exploitation enrichment at the plaintiffs expense
restitution for wrongs and general principles torts breach of contract equitable wrongdoing criminal offenses defenses relating to
changing circumstances illegality and limitation of actions in restitution
The Impact of English Law on Nigerian Customary Law 1958 the author is currently honorable attorney general and commissioner fro



justice of oyo state of nigeria in this book he discusses the scope for freedom of expression in relation to the press in nigeria the offences
a journalist may run foul of and the defences available if an offence in committed
Business Law in Nigeria 2005 this book which relies on primary and secondary printed sources and a series of interviews with affected
persons lawyers judges and customary court presidents in nigeria focuses on the place of due process in the nigerian legal system
uwakah is concerned about the abuse of this important fundamental right in his country the purpose of the book is to examine how due
process operates in nigeria and whether the coexistence of the customary law the english common law the moslem law and the martial
law systems in nigeria hinders or enhances due process in the country finally the study investigates the suitability of the british
version of due process to nigeria since the concept is imported to the country the book concludes that the british version of due process
is unsuitable to nigeria because the country s political economic social and religious backgrounds substantially differ from those of britain
this conclusion is premised on the consensus of the interviewees uwakah recommends the country s immediate transition from
military to civilian rule
Law and Social Change in Nigeria 1972 this book examines the rules principles and doctrines in nigerian law for resolving cases
involving cross border issues it is the first book length treatise devoted to the full spectrum of private international law issues in nigeria
as a result of increased international business transactions trade and investment with nigeria such cross border issues are more prevalent
than ever the book provides an overview of the relevant body of nigerian law with comparative perspectives from other legal systems
drawing on over five hundred nigerian cases relevant statutes and academic commentaries this book examines jurisdiction in interstate
and international disputes choice of law the enforcement of foreign judgments and international arbitral awards domestic remedies
affecting foreign proceedings and international judicial assistance in the service of legal processes and taking of evidence academics
researchers and students as well as judges arbitrators practitioners and legislators alike will find private international law in nigeria an
instructive and practical guide
The Nigerian Legal System: Private law 2005 about the book paucity of literature in the area of maritime law in nigeria was what
motivated the author to embark on this project and as such this book is the authors attempt to contribute to the bridging of the gap in
knowledge in this area of the law this book is written in simple and understandable english to ensure fluidity of reading it is presented
in such a way as to provide information in the areas of commercial law carriage of goods by sea maritime law as well as practical steps
in maritime law litigation and related actions particular consideration has been given to the study of carriage of dangerous goods by sea a
subject which existing legal literature in nigeria merely mentioned in passing suffice it to say that this book is the first nigerian legal
literature that has explored that subject taking into consideration our domestic laws and international treaties most of which are yet to
be ratified and domesticated in nigeria though the work has nigeria as its geographical location it has discussed the subject with
comparative analysis of contemporary development in some areas of maritime law with special reference to the united kingdom and
the united states it is the authors belief that this book apart from providing practical guide to maritime litigation in nigeria would also
serve as veritable tool for teaching and studying of maritime law and related courses in nigerian universities and other territory
institutions and would be immeasurably useful to legal practitioners members of the bench an research fellows dr c o chijioke faculty of
law abia state university
Private International Law in Nigeria 2020-06-11 in nigeria rules have been handed down orally from generation to generation and
now form the country s customary law the absence of the codification of these rules has presented difficulties in ascertaining them this
book helps to overcome this difficulty by presenting various aspects of customary law stating clearly that no single uniform set of
customs prevails throughout the country it examines the general characteristics of family property determination of family property
and acquisition of land under bini customary law it also discusses validity proof and application of customary law customary law
succession tenancy arbitration marriage and legitimacy and legitimation under customary law
Land Law in Nigeria 1985 this book considers the law relating to the sale of goods when the most common method of acquiring goods
in nigeria is the contract of sale the author takes in questions of the relevancy of the law relating to sale of goods in nigeria when the
majority remains semi literate and factors of local circumstance when commercial legal practice cuts across local territories and countries
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